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The spatio-temporal patterns of precipitation are of considerable relevance in the context of
understanding the underlying mechanism of climate phenomena. The application of the complex
network paradigm as a data-driven technique for the investigation of the climate system has
contributed significantly to identifying the key regions influencing the climate variability of a target
region of interest and, in particular, to improving the predictability of extreme events. In our work,
we conduct a comparative study of precipitation patterns by constructing functional climate
networks using two nonlinear event similarity measures – event synchronization (ES) and editdistance (ED). Event synchronization has been widely applied to identify interactions between
occurrences of different climate phenomena by counting the number of synchronized events
between two event series. Edit-distance measures the similarity between sequences by minimizing
the number of operations required to transform one sequence to another. We suggest editdistance as an alternative approach for network reconstruction that can measure similarity
between two event series by incorporating not only event occurrences but also event amplitudes.
Here, we compare the global extreme precipitation patterns obtained from both reconstruction
methods based on the topological characteristics of the resulting networks. As a case study, we
compare selected features of network representations of East Asian heavy precipitation events
obtained using both ES and ED. Our results reveal the complex nature of the interaction between
the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) and the East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) systems.
Through a systematic comparison, we explore the limitations of both measures and show the
robustness of the network structures.
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